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A HOLISTIC APPROACH IS KEY TO IMPROVING 

BUSINESS EFFICIENCIES IN THE SUPPLY CHAIN.

in today’s highly competitive, multi-channel, marketplace the primary 
focus of most businesses will be making improvements to the quality of 
their customer service. To achieve this, many organisations are introducing 
wide-ranging process improvement initiatives. 

Where business maturity results in an increase in supply chain activity, a 
point is reached whereby the adoption of suitable technologies, including 
automated warehousing and sophisticated execution systems, becomes a 
pre-requisite to efficient and cost effective operating. 

The most comprehensive way to deliver long term cost savings, whilst 
delivering strong customer service and quality improvements, is through 
the adoption of the right technologies positioned to deliver capacity for 
growth into the long term.
A WMS IS ONLY PART OF THE PICTURE Implementation of a WMS  is often 
seen as the all-encompassing answer to delivering total efficiency in the 
warehouse. This is somewhat true, but is only part of the picture. 

WCS have recently partnered with  UK consulting practice 
Supply Chain Network, to deliver a more holistic approach to delivering operational 
efficiency and optimisation. Taking a look at the types of businesses that 
often look to make step changes through the adoption of advanced      
technologies, they generally fall into these categories: 

    • Tier one businesses who have advanced supply chains and 
      systems but want to take further advantage of new technologies 
      which may include automation, robots, VR and drone technology 
      to name a few. 

    • Mid / low tier businesses that have reached a point in their organic
      growth where change is necessary to create an operating model 
      that can sustain continued growth. Operations have grown 
      through necessity but have never been fully evaluated or professionally
      designed to best support the customer delivery aspirations.

    • Any business that faces significant growth through acquisition or 
      significant up-scaling into new markets or territories.

When considering a holistic approach to delivering change in all of these 
circumstances, our approach is considered over these 3 areas: 

    • Concept Design –What is the right solution to meet the specific 
      customer needs? 

    • Execution –How is the change best executed and opportunities 
      leveraged to deliver earliest investment return? 

    • Delivery –How is the operation positioned to deliver the benefits, 
      including positioning of the most effective execution systems and 
      processes?

Before engaging any discussions around specific systems and technologies, 
it is necessary to fully ‘discover’ the needs of the business in the immediate, 
medium and long term. To fully understand this, our discovery journey is 
designed to understand the key operational components: 

    • Product –What does the product look like, from a volumetric  
      perspective but also in how the product is serviced to the customer 
      in terms of the customer journey and service promise? 

    • Property–Is the physical building, fit-out, organisation and technologies 
      a best-fit solution for the product and its market? 

    • Process –Do operational and system processes and solutions 
      represent best practice operating to service the product and the 
      customer delivery requirement? 

    • People –Are resources fully optimised, measured and analysed in 
      a way that provides insight for effective future operational planning 
      and how well does the operation react to change? Are automated 
      technologies appropriate to streamline or optimise traditionally 
      manual operating practices?
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Following a very detailed discovery phase, and armed with a 
very thorough under-standing of the day in the life of the business, 
we can begin to think about optimal solutions design. Businesses 
can then choose to leverage sophisticated design, modelling and 
simulation capabilities to create an ‘optimal’ solution for its operation. 

Where advanced automation technologies are appropriate, modelling 
and simulating the expected results and projected return on investment
is a pre-requisite which allows businesses to make very informed 
decisions based on detailed outputs and capacity analysis. Once the 
optimal warehouse design is understood, the focus should then be on 
providing the best execution systems, tailored and configured in line 
with the solution.
 
Best of breed execution and WMS systems are highly configurable and
have the capability to deliver interaction with advanced automation 
technologies, whilst  having a pedigree of best of breed core 
warehousing functions, measurement and reporting. 

In a cautionary conclusion, delivering a best of breed WMS solution 
aligned to a fully evaluated concept design can deliver fully ‘optimal’ 
solutions. Approached in this order the business can drive the details
of the solution however, when this holistic approach is missed, very 
often operations end up constrained by solutions not fully optimised 
or aligned to the business need.

A Partnership Approach
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We work with our customers to ask questions of their supply chain at all levels:  

Supply Chain Consulting

STRATEGIC – How does the supply chain meet the organisational direction?

• Does the configuration and behaviour of the network meet the wider needs of the organisation? Is it 
designed to best service customer needs (whoever the ‘customer’ is, be it stores or clients) or does 
it work simply to achieve lowest supply chain costs at the expense of overall business optimisation?

• Is the supply chain fully integrated with other functions within the organisation such as commercial, 
stores, operations etc.? Do departments work in isolation from, or in conjunction with, other func-
tions?

• Does the network have the capacity to handle business growth plans? If so, how far into the future? 
(This should always be longer than it would take to add extra capacity).

• Does the supply chain work in collaboration with the extended / extra-enterprise actors in the supply 
chain such as materials and raw material suppliers, importers etc? How is information shared through-
out the extended supply chain?

TACTICAL – How efficient and productive is the supply chain execution in deliv-

                    ering effective service to the business?

• Is the distribution network effective in delivering benefit across functions efficiently and cost 
effectively?

• How do we ensure our network delivers optimal service to our business?

• How often do we audit our network?

• How efficient are our operational planning processes, particularly the synergies between 
procurement, warehousing and distribution?

• Does peak trading cause problems to our network every year in terms of resources, space, 
service or efficiency?

OPERATIONAL – How well do we execute the delivery of our service, and do we adopt 

                             best of breed operating practices and procedures in an environment 

                             of continual im-provement?

• Do our execution systems (ERP/WMS/TMS) fully deliver our needs or does our operation become 
compromised?

• How efficient are the operational processes within warehouse and transport operations against in-
dustry benchmarks?

• Is our forward planning of inventory, space and resources effective to meet changing demands?

• How well do we execute operational change when necessary?

• How well do we manage our individual and group productivity and service levels?

• How good is our operational reporting in terms of wider visibility and do we fully utilise our data to 
drive continual improvement?
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We understand logistics. We work with businesses to optimise current operations or design 

new networks or warehouses.

Supply Chain Network

Warehouse Design & Optimisation

• Procurement & inventory profiling 
(ABC / Pareto).

• Operational process definition.

• Systems & procedures efficiency.

• Facility sizing & optimal configuration.

• KPI and performance management.

Network Optimisation

• Centre of gravity evaluation.

• Facility number / location         
  evaluation.

• Optimal network design.

• Facility sizing.

• Cost of distribution / cost to serve.

3D Simulation

• Detailed warehouse simulation.

• New build or existing operations.

• Multiple scenario modelling.

• Fully costed comparison by scenario.

• Traditional Racked / MHE & 
   automated solutions.

• 3D Visualisation / simulation of all 
  operational processes.
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Using advanced modelling capabilities we work with clients to optimise transport 

networks:

Network Optimisation

Centre of Gravity
Calculate network centre of gravity based on weight, volume or 
number of orders and units delivered. Calculated for an entire 
network or only for a defined region. 

Optimal Location Utilisation

Regional Carrier Rates

Determine optimal number of sites required and run ‘what-if’ 
scenarios based on ‘x’ number of locations. 
Model optimal network based on accounts addresses, orders 
inbound and outbound, transport cost values and warehouse 
cost values 

Optimal Facilities – Size and Capacity

Determine location types within the optimal network and identify 
mix of types: Main Warehouse, Inbound Hubs, Outbound Hubs, 
Reserve Warehouses, Reserve Warehouses with Goods 
Receipt, Manufacturing Sites and Regional Warehouses.  

Driver & Fleet Optimisation
Detailed daily transport routing audits and leading transportation 
modelling software support and training. Specialised in 
optimising fleet and driver utilisation through improved modelling 
approaches and specific site, or entire network. Training and 
support to implement improved planning strategies.   

Utilising regional carrier rates across regions, areas, counties 
and international borders, we can accumulate accurate 
delivered cost for any network scenario.  

Distribution Costs
Determination of overall costs of distribution for warehousing 
and transportation, covering fixed & variable costs and key 
supply chain metrics such as delivered cost per order, per kg, 
per km. 

Advanced Modelling Software
Our industry leading advanced network modelling software offers real time drag and drop intuitive scenario analysis and 
optimisation of logistics networks. 
Using latest detailed map data, with ability to check new sites via Google Street View data extrapolation to model future growth
or other market changes. 
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Leading web - based design solution for efficient logistics

W2MO

W2MO is the leading web based optimisation 
and modelling software. It is specifically de-signed 
for Logistics and Supply Chain solutions.

Starting at the network level, we are able to 
model optimal location and size of 
distribution points across different 
boundaries and utilising multiple carrier 
rates.

Once the location is decided, we can create a 
detailed design and configuration for the 
internal fit-out of the site. It considers all 
aspects of the operation including detailed 
product profiling, operational & system 
processes.

3D Modelling
 
·D etailed Warehouse Simulation.

·N ew build or existing operations.

·M ultiple scenario modelling.

·F ully costed  comparison by scenario.

·T raditional Racked / MHE & Automated solutions.

·3 D Visualisation / simulation of all operational processes. 

We can model and simulate any type of operational 
processes from traditional manned forklift operations 
to fully automated storage and retrieval systems.

Whether designing network and warehouses from the 
outset, re-designing existing operations to provide 
future capacity or optimising current processes, our 
approach provides a fully considered and modelled 
solution which adds value to our clients operation.  

Leading the way in 3D design modelling
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Using advanced modelling capabilities and proven operational evaluation techniques 

we work with clients to optimise warehouse operations:

Warehouse Design & Optimisation

Even a new warehouse can quickly become out of alignment 
in terms of configuration and design in a fast-moving industry. 
Whether it’s re-designing an existing warehouse that has 
been left behind through organic changes, or the design of a 
new facility required to adapt for the future, we can design 
every aspect of the warehouse operation and animate / simulate 
this for our clients in 2D & 3D. 

Product Based Configuration & Design

When we engage in a warehouse design project, before we 
begin looking at the solution we carry out detailed product 
profiling and analysis to ensure that any future configuration 
and fit-out is fit for purpose. We adopt a philosophy that ‘all 
products are not equal’ in most warehouses, so we evolve our 
thinking away from filling space with standard racking and 
storage configuration, and ensure that the configuration not 
only matches the product profile, but that systems and 
processes are embedded in the daily operation to consistently 
monitor and re-align accordingly over time. 

New Facility Design Or Re - design

Facility Sizing & Capacity Evaluation

Optimal Operational Processes & Flows

Once configuration and design are completed effectively, 
operational processes become the facilitator of executing 
improvements. Old ways of working are often challenged to 
embrace new world thinking and operating processes and 
procedures aligned to deliver efficient throughputs. 

Fit - Out Design

Once the detailed analysis and design phases are completed 
and a concept layout and configuration has been created, we 
can engage our network of competent, appropriate vendors on 
behalf of our clients to develop and finalise the designs into 
budget and capex / business case            
submissions. 

Warehouse Simulation / Strategy Validation

We are often asked to look at warehouses that are deemed to 
be at capacity, however it is quite often the case that through 
re-design and detailed capacity analysis, an existing building 
can be given life further into the future than first anticipated, 
resulting in reduced or delayed capital expenditure and 
operational disruption. . 

Where significant change or cost is involved in re-designing an 
existing, or designing a new warehouse, there is a requirement 
to carry out detailed simulation to prove the concept and to 
validate specific operating costs and capacities. SCN use 
industry leading simulation software to carry out detailed 
simulation which can be visualised in 3D and can provide exact 
results as to the future operating metrics of a newly designed 
network, production plant or warehousing operations. 
Simulation can also be used to audit any business case
involving the introduction of new equipment, machinery or 
technology, which can prove valuable where financial         
commitment is significant. 
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The Journey To WMS.....
Once a decision has been made to adopt WMS it signifies the beginning of a journey which opens up ways of thinking about the      
management of the warehouse in a completely new way.
From the first stages of planning a warehouse for a WMS world it becomes apparent that things will never be the same again...  
in a good way.
With the quality of data and functionality available from the WMS it becomes much easier to manage the warehouse in a ‘Dynamic’ 
way to respond to ever changing demands and opportunities. 

1. UNDERSTANDING YOUR PRODUCT

2. CONFIGURE THE WAREHOUSE

The first step in optimising the warehouse is to understand the 
product. Profiling the product range in terms of physical 
characteristics as well as volumetric data provides 
insight that drives the physical layout and configuration of the 
warehouse as well as defining the operational processes and 
methodologies. Pareto profiling and item classification 
determines the priorities for the storage and handling of
products in the warehouse. 

Once the product profile and volumetric data is understood, the 
warehouse layout and configuration planning can be undertaken.
Storage types, configuration and position for each product type 
should match its ABC profile. Differing storage types and 
operational processes may exist for different product profiles.
Effective layout and configuration planning will optimise the usage 
of available space within the warehouse.

3. OPTIMISE THE WAREHOUSE PROCESSES

Prior to implementation of WMS the warehouse processes 
and procedures are mapped in line with the product & layout 
configuration alongside the WMS functional map. These 
operational processes and procedures, reflected in detailed 
sta fftraining manuals become the detail of the standard 
operating model. 

4. OPTIMISE THE USE OF LABOUR

Once the warehouse layout and the operational processes have 
been configured for optimised operating, the control and 
management of labour becomes the vehicle for delivering real cost    
savings. Effective labour planning and productivity management
strategies are required to  ensure that peak and normal demand 
can be managed in the most cost effective  way.

5. MONITOR, REPORT & MANAGE

Once the warehouse is fully functional and operating WMS, 
the availability of real time data facilitates the management 
and reporting of warehouse activity through real-time 
dashboards, detailed operational reporting and KPI’s.
Real-time observations and management of the warehouse 
allow real-time actions and interventions in order to deal with
fluctuations in demand and the associated activities within the 
warehouse. 

WCS consultants have the knowledge and experience to accompany our customers on the WMS ‘journey’ to optimised and 
efficient warehouses.  We work to support our clients every step of the way, your warehouse is our business !
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Why WMS ?.....

Reduction In Physical Inventory.    (up to 10%)

In a highly competitive, multi-channel marketplace , the primary focus of most businesses is to improve their customer service.
In order to achieve this companies are introducing wide ranging process improvement initiatives. When business maturity     
results in an  increase in supply chain activity, a point is reached whereby the adoption of suitable technologies becomes a 
pre requisite to efficient and cost effective operating. The most comprehensive way to deliver long term cost savings whilst delivering 
customer service and quality improvements is through the implementation of a Warehouse Management System (W.M.S.).WMS 
systems have been around for many years, however they have matured into time tested methods for reducing inventory costs while
increasing overall efficiencies.WMS can deliver tangible benefits, quickly improving warehouse operations and increasing efficiencies,
usually within the existing  headcount. Through the implementation of a WMS, significant benefits are quickly realised across many 
areas: 

More Efficient Use Of Warehouse Space    (Industry Average 35%)

Reduction / Elimination Of Paperwork

Through real time visibility of stock and more efficient handling and storage methodologies, WMS reduces the need for safety 
stock. This results in increased inventory turnover and utilisation of stock capital. 

Efficient locating of  inventory through detailed slotting logic ensures that available space in the warehouse is fully utilised whilst 
taking account of operational process points for receiving, replenishment and picking operations. 

Efficient locating of  inventory through detailed slotting logic ensures that available space in the warehouse is fully utilised whilst 
taking account of operational process points for receiving, replenishment and picking operations. 

Improved Inventory Management  (Inventory Accuracy >99.9%)

Real time WMS not only provides full visibility of inventory at all times, but it allows the scheduling of cycle counting which 
eliminates the need for costly full stock takes. 
Detailed stock data from WMS can be used to improve stock planning processes and influence more efficient procurement 
strategies
. 

Improvement In Labour  Utilisation & Productivity  (8-25% Improvement)

Through standard operational procedures and efficient labour standards, WMS reduces the labour requirements, and the reliance
on
temporary labour to achieve normal and peak volumes. Operative training times are reduced and also  contribute to overall
improvement in productivity, whilst increasing the accuracy of each transaction and improving the overall quality of  service.. 

Improved Customer Service Levels

WMS enhances the overall warehouse operation. Data accuracy and inventory accuracy both improve and mistakes are at an 
absolute minimum. Deliveries are timely, shipments are accurate and customers stay happy. This results in excellent service to 
customers, after all the cost of acquiring a new customer is up to five times greater than maintaining an existing customer.  

Return On Investment

Following WMS installation total net savings in tangible costs are usually significant in the first year. The result usually translates 
into a    complete pay-back for the WMS within a period of 12-18 months after implementation.   
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The WMS Scope
The boundaries of the WMS capabilities start and end within the warehouse walls:

• Beginning with the creation of Purchase Orders / ASN’s for deliveries of stock into the building, which can be either interfaced
  electronically or created and managed entirely within the WMS system.

• The processes of receiving stock, put-away and storage routines, stock replenishment, picking and shipping are all standard     
  components of WMS functionality.

• Ancillary operations such as cycle counting, cross dock and pick by line are included within any good WMS.

• Customer details and outbound orders can be interfaced from other order management systems or created directly within the 
  WMS, much like purchase orders.

• This flexibility allows WMS to be utilised as a component of a wider corporate systems network, or as a stand-alone warehouse 
  management function covering all aspects of receipt, storage and dispatch of stock.

• WMS can interface to other business systems that function outside of the warehouse such as TMS and Routing packages, 
  business intelligence and reporting systems, and financial systems where necessary as part of an overall business solution.

DISPATCHES

>    Route / Cycle / Wave sequencing
>    By Customer Order
>    RF / Voice or Paper Based
>    Container Validation
>    Additional Processes:
      *   Load In Sequence
      *   Container Merge

REPLENISHMENT

>    Route / Cycle / Wave Sequencing
>    Replenishment Trigger Points    
>    Real Time Prioritisation
>    From / To Location Verification
>    RF, Voice or Paper Based
>    Exceptions Procedures

RECIEPTS

>    ASN / Purchase Order Receiving.
>    On-Spec Receipts — No PO
>    RF or Paper Based
>    Item / Quantity Validation
>    Additional Processes:
      *   Date / Lot Recording

PUT-AWAY

>    Unique Pallet License Plate.
>    Pallet ID/To Location Verification
>    RF, Voice or Paper Based
>    Detailed Slotting Logic Based on:
      *   Pick Location
      *   Cube Utilisation

ASSEMBLY

>    Dispatch Sequencing By Cycle / Wave
>    Work assignments / picking journeys
>    RF, Voice or Paper Based
>    Slot / Item / Quantity Validation
>    Load point marshalling / verification
>    Additional Processes:

STOCK MANAGEMENT

>    Real Time Stock Balances (Rf / Voice).
>    FIFO / LIFO
>    Cycle Counting
>    Layout / Slot Allocation
>    Date Code Validation
>    RF, Voice or Paper Based

Paper Based

>    Paper Directed Transactions
      * Lists / Labels
>    Receiving—Paper PO
>    Put-away—Paper Put-Away Label 
>    Replenishment—Paper‘Move’Label
>    Picking—Paper Pick List / Picking Tickets

Radio Frequency (RF)

>    Terminal based instruction
       * Hand Held / Mounted RF Units
>    Receiving—Hand Held PO Receipt
>    Put-away—Truck Mounted Scan / Key 
      Confirmation 
>    Replenishment—Truck Mounted Scan
      / Key Confirmation 
>    Picking—Hand Held or Mounted. Scan / 
      Key Confirmation

Voice Recognition (VR)

>    Voice Directed instruction
      * Voice Terminal / Headset
>    Speak / Scan Transaction Confirmation
>    Put-away—Speak Checks and Task
      Confirmation 
>    Replenishment—Speak Checks and 
      Task Confirmation 
>    Picking—Speak Checks and Task 
      Confirmation
>    Loading—Speak Checks and Task 
      Confirmation 

Technology
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